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Let’s Argue!

Have you ever heard an argument from a friend that didn’t seem right? Perhaps you knew that something was wrong with an argument but could not figure out just what it was. Well, after studying this book you will know just what is wrong with bad arguments and even learn the names for the ways that arguments can be bad. You will learn the most important “logical fallacies”—28 of them to be exact. A logical fallacy1 is an occurrence of bad or incorrect reasoning, and we hope you will learn to sniff out bad reasoning like a hound dog.

All 28 of the fallacies are listed with their definitions on the inside covers of this book. We encourage you to review them often until they become memorized and part of your permanent mental framework. You will note that the 28 fallacies are divided into three basic categories: fallacies of irrelevance, fallacies of presumption and fallacies of clarity. Simply put, this means that when people reason badly they may err in one of three basic directions: they can make points that just don’t relate to the issue (irrelevancy); they can make assumptions that are not justified or necessary (presumption); or they can use language that confuses and muddies the argument (clarity). As you learn to evaluate arguments, you will soon be asking yourself questions like, “Is his point relevant? What does his argument presume? Is she being clear?”

While you can review all 28 of the fallacies at any time (even now!) we will nonetheless proceed chapter by chapter and cover each of these fallacies in turn, giving you several examples of each and giving you opportunities to sniff out fallacies in the form of written arguments (bad arguments) and in 60 magazine advertisements that each contain one of the 28 fallacies. Yes, advertising is full of fallacies! We have created each of these advertisements ourselves, so you must know now that the products and services they advertise are imaginary. We think you will enjoy them and they will provide you with some good practice detecting fallacies that occur in our everyday lives. Occasionally we will even ask you to create some of your own fallacies.

You will also note that this text contains a series of ongoing dialogues with the famous Greek philosopher Socrates (400 B.C.) who is somehow able to travel through time and talk with a couple of college students named Tiffany and Nathan. As Socrates talks with Tiffany and Nathan he will teach them about the logical fallacies (what else?) and you will have the benefit of listening in.

You will see that the book is divided into two units, eight chapters and 32 lessons. Unit I is about Relevance and contains four chapters. Unit II is about Presumption and Clarity

---

1 The word “fallacy” comes from the Latin word fallacia which means “deceit,” “trick” and “fraud.” The Latin verb fallo, fallere, fefelli, falsum means “to deceive.” From fallacia and fallo we also get our English words “fallacious” and “false.” The Latin roots of “fallacy” remind us that a fallacy can be both a deception and a trick.
and contains three chapters. At the beginning of each unit there is a page of definitions and fallacies that you will master during the unit. We recommend that you memorize these definitions early on and then deepen your understanding of them as you go. Regular practice and review will enable you to detect fallacies quickly and reason well.

When you come across a word that is difficult, you will likely find it defined in the glossary at the end of the book. Studying the glossary will also serve as another way to review the fallacies and essential content of the book.

For a fun way to review some of the fallacies, you will enjoy Bill and Ted’s Excellent Election, which is a “Theatrical Play Demonstrating the Common Fallacies.” You can simply read the play, but it can be produced as a brief play that will be enjoyed by schools and homeschool co-ops. The play is included in Appendix A at the end of the book.

You will also enjoy Max Shulman’s story, “Love is a Fallacy” which shows how the logic you teach can be used against you—even in romantic matters. Shulman’s story is included in Appendix B.

Please note that this text will represent fallacies from many different sources. Fallacies are present on the political left and right (and in the middle) and in the arguments of people of all kinds of political, religious, and cultural viewpoints. No one “school of thought” is fallacy-free!

Finally, we recommend that you visit our website at www.classicalacademicpress.com to visit our forum on logic where you can ask questions, post fallacies and converse with others who are studying the logical fallacies. The website also features downloadable documents that supplement this book.

Enjoy your study of reasoning gone wrong, in order to make reasoning go right—your study of The Art of Argument. Now your friends and acquaintances should beware, for you won’t be so easily tricked.

Christopher A. Perrin, Ph.D.
Publisher
Fight Fair! How to Make an Argument Without Starting an Argument

As you may have guessed, this is a “How-To” book, but one of a rather special sort. Its goal is to introduce the reader to the art of arguing like a philosopher. Don’t get turned-off by any ideas you have about how philosophers argue before a few terms are explained. First, here are some questions to answer:

What do you think of when you hear the word “logic?”
Answers will vary.

What comes to mind when you hear the word “argument?”
Answers will vary.

Perhaps the principal objection to a quarrel is that it interrupts an argument.
– G.K. Chesterton

What is meant by “argue?” The above subtitle is a deliberate play on two meanings of this word. In the most common, or “negative” sense, “having an argument” implies an emotional disagreement. This is not what is meant by how philosophers should argue. (Some of them have been known to slip-up, of course. As philosophers, however, they should know better.)

The Latin word argūtus means clear, bright, distinct or penetrating. The Latin noun argūmentum means evidence or proof. The Latin verb arguō means to prove or reveal. To the Latin mind an argument was not necessarily an emotional disagreement, it was an attempt to reveal what was true on the basis of evidence and reason.
Philosophers are expected to argue in the “positive” sense. They try to convince others of their point of view by giving reasons to support it. From the early Greek philosophers who sought truth based on reason, to the New Testament exhortation to “be ready to give the reason for the hope that is in you”1 to the modern law courts where prosecutors seek to prove their cases “beyond a reasonable doubt” there remains a tradition of respectful argumentation. Philosophers, as you shall see, are those who love wisdom and who enjoy respectfully arguing.

In fact, learning how to present your views carefully through the use of logical arguments in the positive sense is a very important skill to learn if you want to avoid arguments in the negative sense.

Obviously, there is far more to it than this. Learning how to deal with differences of opinion in a way that minimizes unnecessary conflict involves many skills, especially skills in reading other people. After all, the same verse in I Peter cautions the reader to frame his arguments with “gentleness and respect.”

If you wish to avoid emotional disagreements that are completely unnecessary, gentleness and respect are a good starting point. You must, however, also learn to follow the rules for arguing like a gentleman or a lady and a philosopher.

If you are sure your arguments are addressing the real issue in a relevant way (following the principle of relevance), others will be less likely to think you are trying to distract them from the main issue. They will not view your arguments as a personal affront to themselves (or others).

If your arguments do not contain unnecessary assumptions (following the principle of presumption), others probably won't think you are trying to trick them.

If your arguments contain clear language (following the principle of clarity), others will be less likely to misunderstand you.

Following these rules of informal logic means you are “fighting fair.” Even your most intense rivals will respect you for that fairness; your disagreements will less likely become personal.

---

1 1 Peter 3:15
A. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:

1. What are the positive and negative senses of the word “argument”:

**Positive**: When people engage in discussion and debate without personal attack, bickering or quarreling in order to discover, clarify and more fully understand what is true, correct or wise.

**Negative**: When people engage in discussion and debate while also bickering, quarreling and personally attacking each other, with little regard to actually discover, clarify and more fully understand what is true, correct or wise.

2. How do arguments sometimes violate the principle of relevance:

Oftentimes people make arguments that are simply not relevant to the issue at hand. Whenever someone argues for something, or introduces facts, issues, testimonies and evidence that do not truly bear on the issue at hand, he or she is violating the principle of relevance.

3. How do arguments sometimes violate the principle of presumption:

Whenever people assume (or presume) something that is illegitimate in the course of making an argument they violate the principle of presumption. Usually people make these assumptions in a stealthy, hidden manner that is hard to detect.

4. How do arguments sometimes violate the principle of clarity:

Whenever people making arguments use language in a way that is confusing, tricky or deceiving they are violating the principle of clarity.
Critical Thinking as a Way of Life

By mastering the “art of argument,” you will learn not only to argue like a philosopher, but to think clearly like a philosopher, as well. The use of the word “philosopher” in this book does not mean someone who majors in philosophy in college or has a Ph.D. in the subject. It is meant to be defined in its original, oldest sense. The word “philosopher” comes from a combination of two Greek words, philos, meaning, “loving” and sophia, meaning “wisdom.” In its original sense, then, it means a “lover of wisdom.”

Like Socrates, who was perhaps the greatest example, a philosopher is someone who takes a passionate interest in discussing the most important things in life. This includes such “deep” issues as what is “really real” (metaphysics) and how we know what we know (epistemology). On the other hand, it also includes an interest in thoughtfully evaluating others’ recommendations concerning everyday issues such as what to believe, who to vote for, and whether to buy product X.

Evaluating the arguments of others is one of the most important and foundational skills that any person can have. This is, perhaps, more true today than it has ever been. The world bombards us with all sorts of recommendations about what to buy, what to believe, and what to do.

Politicians and advertisers often find it easy to manipulate people’s emotions, or to convince them by misleading or confusing them. After all, in this least philosophical of all periods of Western history, this has become an acceptable behavior. Just because something “is” a certain way, however, doesn’t mean it “ought” to be that way. (See the “Is-Ought” fallacy in Lesson 6.6.) Just because others are doing the wrong thing doesn’t mean you should. (See the “Tu Quoque fallacy” in Lesson 3.5.)

In addition to evaluating the arguments of others, you will sometimes find you need to make your own recommendations to others about what to do, what to believe, and yes, perhaps, even what to buy. The question is how are you going to go about it? Chances are that in the long run you will get more satisfaction from being a person of integrity. In the field of logic, that means avoiding manipulation and deception. It means arguing like a gentleman, one who “fights fair,” rather than arguing like a demagogue, one who resorts to sneaky and manipulative tricks to get the results he wants. In truth, arguing like a gentleman is the first step toward learning to argue like a philosopher.
What is Logic?

Critical Thinking as a Way of Life

Not only is it the right thing to do, it also works. It doesn't always work as quickly as demagoguery, but in the end it will be much more effective; those you convince will be convinced for the right (logical) reasons.

**It Does Not Follow: A Word about *Non Sequitur***

From one perspective, all the fallacies you will study can be grouped under the general category of faulty conclusions that “do not follow” from their premises. The Latin phrase *non sequitur* means “it does not follow.” Any argument that presents a conclusion that does not follow from its premises can therefore be called a *non sequitur*.

For example, if we argue that since Senator Johnson is under investigation for tax evasion we cannot accept his proposal for building a new bridge, we have committed a *non sequitur*. From the fact that Senator Johnson is under investigation for tax evasion it does not follow that his proposal for bridge-building is unacceptable. This kind of fallacy is called an *argumentum ad hominem* (“argument to the man”) fallacy which seeks to abuse the man instead of addressing the real issue.

Let’s take another example. If a used book seller were to say, “Never buy a new book over an old book—it is the old books that contain hard-won wisdom,” we could charge him with a *non sequitur*. It simply does not follow that just because a book is old it will contain wisdom. Nor does it follow that just because a book is new it will not contain wisdom. This fallacy, as you will learn later, is called Chronological Snobbery; it is committed when someone tries to discredit or approve of something merely by appealing to its age.

**Does it Follow?**

When you are presented with an argument, it is helpful to ask yourself if the conclusion truly follows from the premises. If you sense you have a *non sequitur* before you, it is good to probe further. Why doesn’t the conclusion follow? Is the premise relevant (relevance) to the issue or conclusion presented? Does the argument or premise assume or presume (presumption) something that is hidden but unacceptable? Is the premise clear (clarity)?

By violating the principles of relevance, presumption or clarity, all the fallacies you study will in one way or another feature conclusions that do not follow from their premises or the evidence to which they appeal. They are all versions of a *non sequitur*. As you embark on your study of the informal fallacies this will become increasing clear.

**Argumentum ad What?**

You will notice that many of the fallacies have Latin names. The first one you will learn is called the *argumentum ad hominem* (argument to the man), often called the *ad hominem* fallacy for short. In fact most of the fallacies with Latin names will be abbreviated this way with the word *argumentum* being assumed. For example the *argumentum ad populum* (argument to the people) may simply be called the *ad populum* fallacy.
A. DEFINE:
Define the words below by referring to the lesson you have studied and by looking them up in a good dictionary. Record the etymology of as many words as you can. The etymology of a word is its history or linguistic origin. For example, the word “etymology” comes from two Greek words *etumos* (the real or the true) and *logos* (reason, word, study).

1. Philosopher:
The etymology literally means a “lover of wisdom.” In a more technical and contemporary sense it means a student of philosophy.

2. Philos:
Greek for “loving”

3. Sophia:
Greek for “wisdom”

4. Metaphysics:
The branch of academic philosophy that deals with the question “What is really real?”

5. Epistemology:
The branch of academic philosophy that deals with the question “How can we know what we know?”

5. Socrates:
The mentor of Plato who is considered by many to be the founder of Western philosophy.
B. FURTHER RESEARCH:

Write a short essay answering both of the following questions. Use available classroom resources, internet sites, or library resources.

1. Why do you think the authors of the text consider Socrates to be “perhaps the greatest example” of a philosopher?

   The essay should include points like the following:
   a. Socrates is great in the sense of being famous and well-known, even outside of those who study philosophy. He was one of the first philosophers (he was born around 470 B.C.).
   b. Socrates is great in the sense that he has had a great influence. His student Plato (also a famous philosopher) recorded many of Socrates teachings in the form of dialogues. These dialogues have a great, enduring influence in the history of philosophy and literature.
   c. Socrates is great in the sense that he personified the quintessential “lover of wisdom.” He constantly asked questions of himself and others in order to discover wisdom.

2. Why do you think it will be valuable to study logic? Why do you think the British writer G. K. Chesterton said, “Perhaps the principal objection to a quarrel is that it interrupts an argument”?

   This essay should include points like the following:
   a. A class in informal logic will help students to protect themselves against faulty, deceptive arguments.
   b. A class in informal logic will help students to craft arguments that are relevant and clear.
   c. Chesterton’s comment that a quarrel interrupts an argument shows that he thought respectful argumentation is valuable and useful—not to mention enjoyable.
The first two lessons were something of a pep-talk. Now let’s take some time to define logic and the two main sub-divisions of logic: **formal logic** and **informal logic**. Logic can be defined as “the art and science of reasoning.” While this is a course in informal logic, it is helpful to know the main characteristics of both formal and informal logic. After studying this course in informal logic, we encourage you to study our companion text, *The Discovery of Deduction*, which is on formal logic.

Formal logic is about pure reasoning in the abstract. It usually focuses on deductive reasoning; that is, it focuses on types of arguments in which the conclusion must, necessarily, be true if the premises used to support it are true. For example:

**Premise 1:** All birds have wings  
**Premise 2:** A cardinal is a bird  
**Conclusion:** Therefore a cardinal has wings

In this type of argument (often called a syllogism), the conclusion must be true (a cardinal has wings) as long as the premises are true. When the proper form is followed we can have a valid argument that is actually nonsensical and untrue. For example:

**Premise 1:** All birds have horns  
**Premise 2:** A poodle is bird  
**Conclusion:** Therefore a poodle has horns

This argument (or syllogism) is **valid**—meaning that its form or structure is correct. If it were true that all birds have horns and that a poodle is bird, then it must follow that a poodle has horns. However in this argument, the premises happen to be false even though the form is correct. So it is **valid in form**, but not sound because of the false premises. If the premises were true then the argument would be both **valid and sound**—like the first argument!

You can see that in formal logic form is very important: that is why it is called formal logic. In fact in the study of formal logic, a student learns very quickly to replace ordinary words like “all birds have wings” with symbols like “all B are W” (for “all birds are wing-possessors”). If the form of an argument is what’s important in formal logic, then the content of the argument (what we are arguing about) is more or less interchangeable. Since symbols like “B” and “W” represent **categories** like “birds” and “wings”, one
kind of formal logic is called **categorical logic**. When the symbols are joined together to form statements or propositions as in “all B are W” we are entering the realm of **propositional logic**. When we use propositional logic, the symbols are joined together with other symbols that replace words like “and,” “or,” “not” or “implies.” These connecting symbols are called **“logical operators.”** We use “∧” for “and” and “∨” for “or” and “¬” for “not”. For example, we can represent “Either a cardinal is a bird or it is not a bird” as “B ∨ ¬B.”

Well, now you have a brief introduction to formal logic, with its sub-categories of categorical and propositional logic. This course, however, focuses on informal logic. Informal logic is not so concerned about form or structure. Rather, it is concerned with arguments made using everyday, ordinary language. It also tends to emphasize inductive rather than deductive reasoning. **Deductive reasoning** is reasoning that starts with some premises that “lead down” to a necessary conclusion. The Latin word *deducere* means to lead down or away. Deductive reasoning can be likened to “whole to part” reasoning. **Inductive reasoning**, on the other hand, is “part to whole” reasoning. We begin with particular facts and try to prove a general conclusion. The Latin word *inducere* means to lead or bring in. Inductive reasoning involves “brining in” certain facts into an argument in attempt to prove a more general point. For example, I may “bring in” the facts that every bird I have seen flies in order to prove that all birds fly. In other words, inductive reasoning often works toward generalizations that are reasonably accurate. However, because the form of inductive arguments does not lead to absolute certainty, these arguments are only more or less probable. For example, does my experience of seeing birds fly prove that all birds fly? No. In fact, the ostrich is a bird that can run very fast but cannot fly.

While deductive arguments, therefore, are said to be either valid or invalid, inductive arguments are said to be either strong or weak. Deductive logic addresses things that either “black” or “white,” while inductive arguments deal in “shades of gray.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Logic</th>
<th>Informal Logic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Deductive Reasoning</td>
<td>• Inductive Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Either valid or invalid</td>
<td>• Either strong or weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Certainty (given the premises)</td>
<td>• Probability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most fundamental difference between informal logic and formal logic is that informal logic deals almost entirely with ordinary language arguments. In fact, one historian of logic described informal logic as “dialectical logic.” He meant that it is the language of debate and of the interchange of ideas between people, as opposed to the logic of one man reasoning all by himself.

One danger of overemphasizing formal logic at the expense of informal logic is that the study of logic can lose its “dialectic interplay,” its sense of a back-and-forth exchange between real people. Logic can be both an “art” and a “science.” That is, it can be treated in a way that focuses on the practical and artistic (logic as an “art”) or it can be treated in a way that is exact and academic (logic as a “science”). Both are important; however, the first approach (logic as an “art”) has been neglected. That is why this book is called The Art of Argument; it is intended to remedy this past neglect. Its intent is to focus on things that can help and encourage you in “dialectical activities,” like debates, mock trials and discussions. This book focuses on everyday language arguments.

In fact, future courses of this logic series will have built-in sections designed to give you “how-to” instruction in debates and mock trials. First, though, you need to hone your critical thinking skills by learning to critique the arguments of others. In doing this, informal logic is “where the rubber meets the road.” The book begins, by studying a number of bad arguments commonly known as “fallacies.” By learning to detect bad arguments, you will learn how to avoid them yourself and make good arguments.

In the next chapter, you are going to eavesdrop on a conversation about some of the practical implications of good and bad reasoning. Use your imagination and picture a TV room at a typical college, where Socrates is about to engage in a rather interesting conversation.

---

1 C.L. Hamblin, Fallacies.
2 According to this outlook, many ways of approaching inductive logic could actually be classified as “formal logic.” (A good example of this could be an in-depth study of scientific reasoning, using Mill’s Canons for Establishing Causality, as is done in Copi’s logic curriculum.) That is because inductive arguments can also be analyzed in ways that focus only on the form or structure of the argument and in ways that don’t involve the back-and-forth interpersonal dimension of debate between people.
A. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

1. Logic:
The art and science of reasoning.

2. Formal Logic:
The branch of logic that deals with the form or structure of argument and emphasizes deductive reasoning. Forma is Latin for “form” or “shape.”

3. Informal Logic:
The branch of logic that deals with the guidelines for sound reasoning in ordinary language arguments.

4. Deductive Reasoning:
Reasoning that involves arguments that have a form or structure such that if the premises are given, the conclusion must follow.

5. Inductive Reasoning:
Reasoning that involves arguments built from the evidence of the senses and in which the conclusions only follow with more or less probability.

B. FURTHER RESEARCH:
Write a short essay answering the following questions. Use available classroom resources, internet sites, or library resources.

1. What are the main differences between deductive and inductive reasoning?
   Deductive reasoning is emphasized by formal logic and is “whole-to-part” reasoning, or reasoning that begins with accepted premises that imply a conclusion. Inductive reasoning is emphasized by informal logic and is “part-to-whole” reasoning that begins with a particular facts and seeks to prove a general conclusion.

2. What do you think the benefits of studying formal logic might be?
The study of formal logic enables one to pay attention to the forms that arguments take, familiarizing one with the ways in which premises may properly lead to conclusions (valid arguments) and the ways in which they do not lead to certain conclusions (invalid arguments).

3. What do you think the benefits of studying informal logic might be?
The study of informal logic help one to become aware of the ways in which arguments are used in ordinary, everyday language and imparts an ability to detect many common fallacies employed in arguments using everyday language.
My good logical fellow, don’t you think that you are a bit too informal? We know with absolute certainty that people who wear ball caps are children. Let’s label them IM for “immature”...
Dialogue on Logic...and Propaganda

Setting: Lobby at a college dormitory

Socrates: Excuse me, would you mind my asking what you are doing?

Tiffany: I’m watching TV. Isn’t that obvious?

Socrates: Not so obvious as you might think. Your eyes, and mind, appeared to be elsewhere for a moment.

Tiffany: Oh well, it was just a boring commercial. I was thinking about something else for a moment.

Socrates: On the contrary; I think that commercials make some of the most interesting television these days.

Tiffany: Really? Why would you say that?

Socrates: Well, to begin with, they’re often much more funny and clever than the silly sitcoms that they air so much these days. But that’s not my main reason. Mostly, I like them because they are so filled with propaganda.

Tiffany: Propaganda! Isn’t that a bad thing? What is propaganda anyway and, why would you want to listen to it?

Socrates: Whoa, Whoa! One question at a time. I think that first I should answer the second question, in which you asked what propaganda is. In its most basic meaning, the sense that I am using it, it means any sort of technique that people use to get other people to do or to believe something that they otherwise might not, usually people that they don’t really know personally. Commercials often use propaganda to get people to buy things.

Tiffany: So why would you want to listen to people trying to get you to buy things? Do you like shopping?

Socrates: Not really. You can see from my outfit that I’m not exactly the height of fashion.
Tiffany: Yeah...I was just about to ask you about that. Where do you do your shopping, a Sears White sale? And don’t you get cold in that get-up?

Socrates: Actually, I was often made fun of in my day for absent-mindedly forgetting my cloak. And I purchased this from the tailor back in my country.

Tiffany: What is your country? And what is your name, too, by the way?

Socrates: I am Socrates, and I am from Ancient Athens.

Tiffany: Sure, and I am Cleopatra, Queen of Denial.

Socrates: Pleased to meet you. Mind if I call you Cleo for short?

Tiffany: No, no; my name’s not Cleo. It’s Tiffany.

Socrates: Then why did you say your name was Cleopatra?

Tiffany: Because you said your name was Socrates...

Socrates: My name is Socrates.

Tiffany: Look, I don’t want to argue with you...

Socrates: But I would love to argue with you...

Tiffany: Why would anyone like to argue?

Socrates: Well, let me first explain. By argue, I don’t mean engage in petty squabbling. I think that may be what most people mean most of the time when they say the word “arguing.” Let me turn the question to you. What would you do if someone asked you why you believe what you believe?

Tiffany: Well, I suppose that I would give them reasons.

Socrates: In that case you would be making an argument, at least in the sense that I mean it. I’m a philosopher and when we philosophers use the term “argue,” we usually mean “to provide rational reasons for or against an idea or action.”

Tiffany: So why would a philosopher like watching propaganda?

Socrates: Good question. We did get a bit off of the track there, didn’t we? I like to watch propaganda because it provides a good opportunity to evaluate arguments. You see, whenever someone tries to get you to do
anything, they are trying to persuade. Usually, when someone is trying to persuade, they give reasons, and whenever they do, they are making an argument.

**Tiffany:** That’s all that it takes to make an argument? You just have to give a reason for something?

**Socrates:** That’s basically it. The reasons that you give are called the premises, and the thing for which you are giving the reasons is called the conclusion.

**Tiffany:** But... not all propaganda makes an argument. Take this one with the frogs and lizards that is trying to sell beer, for example. What kind of argument is it making?

**Socrates:** That is another good question. Here’s an idea: Perhaps it is making an implied argument that goes something like this: “We make clever, funny commercials about frogs and lizards that entertain millions. You should buy our beer to show your appreciation for this public service.”

**Tiffany:** That doesn’t have anything to do with whether it is a better product at all.

**Socrates:** You are absolutely right once again. This brings to mind the first of our three great principles of Critical Thinking: **Relevance**. Do the premises really “bear upon,” or really provide some support for, the conclusion? If not, the argument is just a distraction from the real issue.

**Tiffany:** Aren’t you reading an awful lot into this commercial, though?

**Socrates:** Well, you’re right. I was only being facetious. That commercial might be better explained as a form of Non-Argumentative Persuasion, an attempt to convince you without making an open argument at all. That is something for which we need to be especially careful. After all, if someone wants to convince you to do something without giving you a single rational reason... Oh, but here is a perfect example of an irrelevant argument now. What reasons are they giving you to buy that soft drink?

**Tiffany:** Well, they seem to be saying that since Grant Hill likes Sprite, you should go and buy it as well.

**Socrates:** Exactly. That is called an argument from illegitimate authority, and since there is no good reason to accept the authority of Grant Hill on the subject of soft drink desirability, it commits a very important **fallacy**.

**Tiffany:** What, exactly, is a “fallacy?”

**Socrates:** A fallacy is a commonly recognized type of bad argument.

**Tiffany:** Commonly recognized by whom?
Socrates: Good point. Unfortunately, the study of logic isn't exactly at its highest ebb these days and these fallacies aren't as commonly recognized as they ought to be. What I really mean by “commonly recognized” is that it is commonly recognized by those who have studied philosophy or logic.

Tiffany: So what type of fallacy does that commercial make?

Socrates: It’s called the Appeal to Illegitimate Authority. It is one of many fallacies of relevance.

Tiffany: So that’s why you like commercials. You like to analyze them.

Socrates: Absolutely. Every commercial contains an attempt at persuasion. In almost every case it will be one of three types: 1. a reasonable argument; 2. a bad type of argument, called a fallacy; or, perhaps worst of all, 3. an attempt to persuade without an argument, called non-argumentative persuasion.

Tiffany: Somehow, I thought that all of you philosopher types just sat around and asked dumb questions, like “how do I know that I really exist?”

Socrates: Well, there are many things that I like to question, but my existence is not one of them. Do you know how I generally respond to people who ask me how they can really know they exist?

Tiffany: How is that?

Socrates: I simply ask them, “Who wants to know?”

Tiffany: Well, that settles it for me.

Socrates: As it does for me. I must be off, but something tells me we will speak more later...
A. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS

1. Fallacy:
   A bad argument that follows one of several patterns recognized by students of logic.

2. Relevant:
   Having to do with the main issue, rather than a distracting side issue.

3. Persuasion:
   The art of convincing others.

4. Propaganda:
   Persuasive techniques targeting large numbers of people.

B. FURTHER RESEARCH:

Write a short essay answering each of the following questions. Use available classroom resources, internet sites, newspapers, or magazines.

1. How would you define the principle of Relevance? Socrates has given you a few ideas. Give an example of an argument that is relevant and one that is not.
   The principle that requires a person making an argument to relate that argument to the issue at hand and not stray from the issue by introducing evidence and arguments, that no matter how compelling, are not relevant to the issue at hand.

2. Find three examples of Non-Argumentative Persuasion from newspapers, magazines, or a book. Create your own example of Non-Argumentative Persuasion.

3. Find three examples of the Appeal to Illegitimate Authority from newspapers, magazines, or a book, and give the name of this fallacy in Latin.
   Argumentum ad Verecundiam

4. Create your own example of an Appeal to Illegitimate Authority.
FALLACIES OF RELEVANCE: These arguments have premises that do not “bear upon” the truth of the conclusions. In other words, they introduce an irrelevancy into the argument.

It is quite easy in a debate for someone to slip off-subject, leave behind the real issue and begin arguing about something else. Sometimes we do this without meaning to because new subjects come up in a discussion and we want to address each subject. Sometimes, however, we start arguing about something besides the real issue because we sense that our argument for the real issue is weak. When we argue “around” the real issue we are committing a fallacy of relevance—we are veering off-topic and not staying relevant to the real issue.

There are three basic ways we “avoid the issue” and commit a fallacy of relevance: 1) We can criticize the source of an argument instead of the argument itself  2) We can appeal to an emotion of some kind instead of addressing the real issue  3) We can make another argument (even a good one) but not address the issue that is at hand. The three basic groups of fallacies are listed below. You will be studying them throughout this unit.

A. AD FONTEM ARGUMENTS: (Arguments against the source)
This sub-group consists of arguments that focus on the source of the argument, rather than on the issue itself.

1) Ad Hominem Abusive: In this most obvious of all personal attacks, the speaker assults his rival with a great deal of abusive language in an attempt to avoid the issue. Ad Hominem means “to the man” in Latin.

2) Ad Hominem Circumstantial: Somewhat more subtle, this type of argument says, or implies, that the speaker’s rival should not be trusted in making his argument because of various circumstances regarding his rival. The most common version includes an implication that a person’s argument should be discounted because of his self-interest in the matter.

3) Tu Quoque: Believing that “two wrongs make a right,” the person committing this fallacy assumes his rival’s recommendation should be discounted because he does not always follow it himself. Tu Quoque means “you also” in Latin.
4) Genetic Fallacy: This most generic version of an ad fontem argument is a stating that an idea should be discounted simply because of its source or origin. In a sense, all of the above arguments are genetic fallacies, but the Genetic Fallacy label is generally used when the source being attacked isn’t a specific person.

B. APPEALS TO EMOTION:
All fallacies appeal to our emotion in some form or another, but the following fallacies do it in a particularly obvious way.

1) Appeal to Fear (ad baculum): Without making a clear causal connection, a person committing this fallacy references the potential for bad consequences to occur if the person to whom they are speaking does not agree with them. *Ad baculum* means “to the stick” in Latin.

2) Appeal to Pity (ad misericordiam): Using this type of argument, the speaker tries to convince others of his point of view by making them feel sorry for him or for other people. *Ad misericordiam* means “to pity” in Latin.

3) Mob Appeal (ad populum): To make up for a lack of solid evidence and sound reason, this tool, often used by demagogues, appeals to the emotions of the crowd or to the “common man.” *Ad populum* means “to the people” in Latin.

4) Snob Appeal: This is an appeal to a sense of elitism or to those of “discriminating taste.”

5) Appeal to Illegitimate Authority (ad verecundiam): This is an attempt to shame the listener into agreement by citing an illegitimate authority. *Ad verecundiam* means “to shame” in Latin.

6) Chronological Snobbery: This is an appeal to something’s age to justify either accepting or rejecting it.

C. RED HERRINGS:
This category includes types of proofs that don’t necessarily play on our emotions, but are, nevertheless, particularly irrelevant to the situation.

1) Appeal to Ignorance: This argument makes the mistake of saying that because a proposition cannot be disproved, it must, therefore, be likely.

2) Irrelevant Goals or Functions: This is an argument that assumes a goal or function of a certain practice or policy is either unrealistic or irrelevant. Therefore, the practice or policy is not acceptable.

3) Irrelevant Thesis: This type of argument may make a fairly sound case for what it is trying to prove. However, what it is trying to prove is irrelevant to the case at hand.

4) The Straw Man Fallacy: This is an attempt to disprove an opponent’s beliefs by presenting them in an inaccurate light.
DEFINITION: Fallacies of Relevance have premises that do not “bear upon” the truth of the conclusions, and therefore, they introduce an irrelevancy into the argument.

Now, it is time to start a valuable project— the mastery of 28 different fallacies. You will learn them so well that you will be able to recognize them in arguments, commercials, books and conversations! The best way to remember them is to keep in mind which of the three great principles they violate. The first group of fallacies we are going to cover are the fallacies of relevance, which are those that violate the principle of relevance. The reason for this approach is because the first thing you must be able to do is to spot the real issue in an argument and to know when someone is trying to distract you from that issue. When you’re about to engage someone in an argument, the first thing you should be thinking about is the question of what is and what is not the real issue.

Fallacies of relevance have premises that, as the logician would put it, do not “bear upon” the conclusion. In other words, the premises do not have much to do with the issue at hand. While these fallacies all bring some irrelevant issue to the forefront, they sometimes can seem convincing. Usually, this is because they play upon our emotions. If we allow the speaker to get us stirred up emotionally, we are likely to miss the fact that his argument fails to provide good evidence for what he is trying to prove. Sometimes, what is being asserted in one of these fallacies is outrageous and unfair. At other times, it may be perfectly true and reasonable, yet it is still not relevant. The best response in this case is to simply say, “true, perhaps, but irrelevant.”

What is the first question you should ask yourself when you are presented with an argument? 
What is and what is not the real issue?
Dialogue on Winning an Argument
...Sort of, While Losing a Friend

*Socrates is sitting under a tree on campus when Tiffany suddenly comes up to him.*

**Tiffany:** Socrates! Boy am I glad to see you. Oooh... I’m so mad!

**Socrates:** Not at me, I hope. Perhaps I should make good my escape before it is too late...

**Tiffany:** No, no, not at you! I’m mad at my friend Mary. She’s so argumentative.

**Socrates:** So Mary is quite contrary?

**Tiffany:** Yes, but it’s not just that she likes to argue, but how she likes to argue.

**Socrates:** How is that?

**Tiffany:** She always makes me feel like I have absolutely no business having any views at all. When the issue of welfare reform comes up, she implies that I couldn’t possibly know what I’m talking about, since I’ve never been poor. When the issue of race comes up, she says that I couldn’t possibly have anything useful to add, since I’m a member of the dominant ethnic group. Once, we were talking about abortion, and she told my boyfriend he shouldn’t be allowed to comment because he’s a man!

**Socrates:** So how does this make you feel?

**Tiffany:** Well, I guess sometimes it makes me feel a little intimidated and off-balance.

**Socrates:** Does it make you feel like exploring the issue further with her?

**Tiffany:** Certainly not! It makes me feel like I don’t want to talk with her at all.

**Socrates:** But does it help her win arguments?

**Tiffany:** Well...sort of. I guess that depends on what you mean by winning.

**Socrates:** Well, how would you define the term winning?
Tiffany: Hmm...I’ve never really thought about what it means to win an argument before. What do you think it means? Oh, here’s my boyfriend, Nate. Nate, meet my good friend Socrates!

Nate: Pleased to meet you.

Socrates: The pleasure is all mine.

Nate: I overheard your conversation. Suppose you tell us what your definition of victory in argument is.

Socrates: Why certainly. There are different ways of looking at this, I suppose. Let’s try on a couple for size and see how they fit, shall we?

Tiffany: Sure.

Socrates: First, let’s start by comparing arguments to battles. Do you know what the traditional definition of victory in battle is?

Tiffany: No. What is it?

Socrates: Traditionally, victory in battle is said to be won by whoever is left in command of the battlefield afterward. In my day, for example, we would all line up in a big long shield wall and charge straight at each other. We did this until one group proved weaker, or lost their nerve, and broke and fled. The winner would lose very few men and the loser would take enormous casualties...

Nate: That sounds like a stupid way to wage war. Why didn’t you just hunker down behind your city walls, or make use of all those steep mountains and thick forests to wage a never-ending guerilla war like we did in our war for independence? The Greek terrain would have been perfect for it!

Socrates: Well, yes, I guess it was a little unsubtle of us, but, hey, your style of waging warfare would have made it hard to get home in time for harvest season.

Tiffany: Touché.
**Socrates:** Anyway, as I was saying, the losers would humiliate themselves by having to ask for permission to bury their dead. That’s the difference between defeat and victory: whether or not you maintain control of the battlefield. So the next question is, “Does your friend Contrary Mary consistently find herself in command of the battlefield?” If that is so, then she obviously wins arguments.

**Nate:** I don’t know about that. While I guess whoever has control of the battlefield has won a technical victory, I don’t know that that is really always the best measure. One could win a “Pyrrhic victory,” for example.

**Socrates:** A “Pyrrhic victory?” I don’t believe that I’m familiar with that term.

**Nate:** Well, it comes from a famous general who lived after your time. His name was Pyrrhus of Epirus, and he was known as the finest tactician of his age. He beat the Romans twice, at least technically, but lost so many men that he had to withdraw to friendlier territory. In fact, when his generals tried to congratulate him on his victory, he is reported to have said, “Another such victory and I shall be finished.” When Mary cowers and intimidates others into backing down, she may be displaying her command of argumentative techniques, but is she really succeeding in getting others to appreciate her point of view?

**Tiffany:** Yeah, that makes me think about what the purpose of arguing for your ideas with people is in the first place. If it’s to “maintain control of the battlefield,” then sure, any old sophism* will do. But if it’s to actually convince others that you are right in your ideas, then you have to “fight fair.”

**Nate:** The whole warfare analogy just doesn’t fit here, anyway. After all, “all’s fair in love and war,” but I certainly think that Mary’s argumentative tactics are unfair.

**Socrates:** But, then, is all really fair in both war and love?

**Nate (Looking sheepishly at Tiffany):** OK, I guess all isn’t really fair in love, now that you mention it. But, look, my point is that while the goal in warfare is to control and coerce others, the goal of arguing is to convince others to accept your ideas of their own free will by presenting to them good reasons for accepting your ideas.

---

*A sophism is a plausible but fallacious argument. This kind of argumentation is called sophistry.*
Socrates: Spoken like a true philosopher! I’m beginning to like this friend of yours. That was precisely the point to which I was hoping to bring this little dialectical exercise. So that brings us back to your friend Contrary Mary’s approach. If the goal is to get others to want to change their mind and accept a new point of view, does she succeed?

Tiffany: Certainly not! It makes my resistance to her ideas stiffen.

Socrates: Which brings us back full circle to the “how does that make you feel” question. Her argument fails at a rhetorical level, because it alienates her audience. It makes them not want to listen. But that isn’t even the worst of it. It also fails on a logical level. Can you think of the great principle of Critical Thinking that we talked about the other day that her line of approach violates?

Tiffany: That’s easy. It fails the test of relevance. Just because Nate is a man, that doesn’t mean his argument about whether a fetus is a person is wrong. When she tried to shove Nate’s argument aside just because he was a man, she was really just putting up a smokescreen to hide behind.

Socrates: Absolutely! In fact, in all three of the examples you mentioned she was committing the ad hominen circumstantial fallacy.

Nate: “Ad hominem” ... doesn’t that mean “to the man” in Latin?

Socrates: Precisely! The ad hominen fallacies are a group of fallacies that are committed when the arguer distracts his listeners from what should be the main issue by attacking, or deflecting attention to his opponent, and avoiding the real issue. In the ad hominen circumstantial fallacy, someone tries to say that someone they disagree with should be ignored because of the circumstances surrounding them.

Nate: But aren’t there times when the credibility of the messenger matters?

Socrates: Well, yes, there are such times. But the general rule is, avoid making your argument center around the man, and stick to the issue. After all, attacking the person rather than tackling the issue is a good way to “win” the argument and lose a friend.

Nate: Sounds like sage advice to me. We need to get going now, but it’s been great getting to talk to you!

Socrates: The feeling is mutual, I assure you.
Chapter 1

The *Ad Fontem* Arguments
(Arguments against the source)

**DEFINITION:** A sub-group of the Fallacies of Relevance, these arguments focus on the source of the argument, rather than the issue itself.

Due to the large number of relevance fallacies, they are divided into sub-groups. We will start with the sub-group of *ad fontem* arguments (sometimes referred to as “personal attacks”) because they are some of the easier ones to spot.

The Latin phrase *ad fontem* can be translated as “to the source.” (Literally, it means to the fountain, i.e., the source of a stream.) Distracting your audience’s attention to the source of an argument, and away from the real issue, is a very common debater’s trick. Most of these fallacies can also be referred to as *ad hominem* arguments or “personal attacks.” Not all of these arguments are aimed at a specific person. Therefore, it is important to recognize these sorts of fallacies regardless of whether they are aimed at one specific person, a group of people, or even a broader set of ideas.

*Ad hominem* can be translated as either “to the man” or “against the man.” In either case, it refers to arguments that distract from the issue at hand by attacking one of the parties that are arguing. A speaker may be self-interested, not completely informed, or even a down-right bad person, but that does not change the fact that his argument needs to be weighed on its own merits. Most of the time, an *ad hominem* argument is unfair in some way to whom it attacks. After all, an *ad hominem* argument is one of the “dirtiest” tricks in the debater’s book. Even if it is perfectly fair and accurate, it is still irrelevant. There are several different types of *ad fontem* arguments, but we will cover just four.

Vocabulary:

- *Ad Fontem Arguments*
- *Ad Hominem*
- *Ad Hominem Abusive*
- *Ad Hominem Circumstantial*
- *Tu Quoque*
- *Genetic Fallacy*
Fallacy 1:
*Ad Hominem* Abusive

**DEFINITION:** Arguments that attempt to avoid the issue by insulting an opponent with abusive language.

The *ad hominem* abusive fallacy is easy to spot. You likely have this fallacy on your hands whenever a speaker talks about his opponent, saying bad things about him that have nothing to do with his opponent’s argument.

*Ad hominem* means “to the man” in Latin. When a person commits this fallacy, he criticizes his opponent—the man himself—but not his opponent’s argument. People committing this fallacy often make use of name-calling or other emotional language that reduces the possibility of rational debate and discussion.

In most cases, in order to avoid committing this fallacy, you must disregard who your opponent is and instead focus on his argument. For example, your opponent could be a convicted thief and still have a good argument for what computer to buy, what movie to see, or what policies will ensure public safety. In other words, even people with significant personal flaws can make good arguments. Simply pointing out a flaw in someone does not make his or her argument bad—“bad people” can make good arguments. In fact, if we are honest, we must admit that we have our own flaws, but hopefully we can make good arguments despite them.

Consider the following examples of the *ad hominem* abusive fallacy.

**Example 1**
Mr. Johnson is a drunk and has been convicted multiple times for driving under the influence of alcohol. Why would we consider his recommendation to install a stoplight at this intersection?

**Example 2**
Sharon, you are a lazy slacker. No one is going to listen to your advice on how to study for the exam.

Mr. Johnson may have been convicted for DUI (driving under the influence), but does this having anything to do with the argument he is proposing? Rather than dismissing his argument because of his flaws, let’s hear the argument and judge it on its own merits. Sharon may be habitually late turning in homework, but what is her argument for how to study? It could be excellent. Regarding her character flaw, we can respond, “It may be true, but it’s irrelevant.”

We must keep in mind, however, that occasionally a personal flaw actually may be very relevant to an argument, especially in cases in which personal integrity and character matter. For example, we might justly criticize the character of a convicted felon who was running a campaign to become our town’s sheriff.
**Ad Hominem Abusive**

*Genus (general class):* An argument to the source.  
*Difference (specific trait):* An argument involving obviously abusive language aimed at a rival.

Throughout this book we will include a key point box after each fallacy that restates the fallacy using different words. The box will also distinguish between the genus and difference of each fallacy. The genus represents the general class of fallacy (such as *ad fontem* fallacies) and the difference represents the specific example (such as *ad hominem* abusive) from that class. This approach will help you deepen your understanding of each class of fallacy and the specific examples contained in each class. It will also aid you in memorizing the key aspects of each fallacy in a class, which will help you to detect and identify fallacies accurately.

**Ad Hominem Abusive**

**FALLACIES OF RELEVANCE**  
*Arguments that are really distractions from the main point.*

**Ad Fontem Arguments**  
*Arguments that distract by focusing on the source of the argument rather than the issue itself.*

**Ad Hominem Abusive**  
*Ad hominem arguments that insult or abuse an opponent.*

---

Do you really want a computer that is named after a fruit?

Buy a computer you’ll use, not eat.  
**Buy IBM.**

---

*Image is reproduced with permission of iStock. All rights reserved.*
Ad Hominem Abusive

A better man for the people.

Bruce Barbosa
for Council Chairman

“...A vote for incumbent Sam Turnpaugh is a tragic mistake. That dirty dog isn’t worth putting back in office much less the dog house he deserves...

... [Sam] acts like he’s still in Kindergarten. Why would we re-elect him?”

Bruce Barbosa
Independent

Um,... where did you find your shirt?
The luke-warm rack at Hot・Stuff Central”?”

Buzz Rack®
The clothes you really want

Chapter 1: The Ad Fontem Arguments
Fallacy 1: Ad Hominem Abusive
Fallacy Discussion on *Ad Hominem* Abusive

**Socrates:** Hello again, student philosophers! From time to time, I’m going to address you with some questions. While you won’t be able to discuss your ideas with me, you can practice with each other the way that Tiffany and I do. Here’s your first assignment: compare the following two arguments which address the controversial issue of the credibility of President George W. Bush as commander-in-chief of the war with Iraq.

1. George Bush is a habitual liar. Surely you must see that it was useless to expect him to properly lead us into the war in Iraq or manage it now, since he is utterly untrustworthy.

2. Prior to the invasion of Iraq, President Bush told us that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction that he could use against the U.S. As it turned out this was false—Iraq had no weapons of mass destruction. There are certainly grounds for questioning whether Bush properly led the US into this war.

Which one of the statements above do you think commits the fallacy of ad hominem abusive? Explain why and compare your answer with one on the next page.

**Example 1** is committing an ad hominem abusive fallacy. It attacks the character of George Bush by calling him a liar. Whether he is or is not a liar, it is not directly relevant to whether the war was justifiable. See following page for further explanation.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Socrates: If you reasoned that the first one committed the fallacy of ad hominem abusive, then you were right! In both of the cases above, the speaker is intending to show that the past behavior of President Bush may be evidence for the argument that Bush is untrustworthy. The second example, however, focuses on real evidence rather than simply making a general charge that Bush is a “habitual liar.” If you have followed the events leading up to the Iraq war, you know that Bush’s claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction has become a highly controversial issue, in which there are many disagreements about the facts and the interpretations of those facts. While the argument given in the second example may not give conclusive proof that Bush improperly led the U.S. into the Iraq war (for there were several other reasons that Bush urged the invasion of Iraq and Bush may have been reporting the facts as they truly appeared to be at the time), it is at least a reasonable position, with one piece of supporting evidence given. The first example not only contains unnecessary emotional language but also places its emphasis on a personal attack, rather than on the issue of whether Bush properly led the U.S. to war. Emotive language and personal attacks are great for propaganda and browbeating those with whom one disagrees, but they are not useful for really solving problems and conflicts.
DEFINITION: Arguments that try to discredit an opponent because of his background, affiliations, or self-interest in the matter at hand.

The ad hominem circumstantial fallacy does not abuse the personal character of an opponent as the ad hominem abusive fallacy does. Instead, it criticizes something about the circumstances of an opponent—things such as the opponent’s place of birth, educational background, job experience, family, friends, and the associations and organizations to which he belongs. For example, does it make sense to reject a person’s argument because she is from the northern part of the country? Should we reject the argument of a person because he did not attend college or because he did attend college?

Consider the following examples of the ad hominem circumstantial fallacy.

**Example 1**
You can’t accept her argument against abortion—she is a Catholic and the Catholic Church opposes abortion.

**Example 2**
You can’t accept his argument favoring legalized abortion—he is a member of the American Civil Liberties Union, which supports legalized abortion.

**Example 3**
That is a typical argument from someone who was raised in a wealthy family—of course you want to reduce taxes for the rich!

**Example 4**
He worked for thirty years as a prison guard—that’s why he wants the government to build ten more prisons we can’t afford.

Whether someone is a Catholic or a member of the American Civil Liberties Union, as in examples 1 and 2, should not be a cause for rejecting that person’s argument about abortion. The argument itself needs to be heard and stand or fall on its own merits. Notice that in examples 3 and 4, the critic seems to think that the person whose argument is in question is seeking his own personal benefit. In other words, the man raised in a wealthy family is accused of making an argument to reduce taxes for the wealthy only because he and his wealthy family members would benefit from such a reduction. The prison guard seems to be accused of supporting the construction of more prisons only because it would benefit other prison guards such as himself. In these cases, we would do well to separate the argument from any benefits that may come to the person arguing. Simply because you are interested in, and will benefit from, the thing for which you argue does not automatically discredit your argument. These people may have strong arguments, so let’s hear them.
Ad Hominem Circumstantial

**Genus (general class):** An argument to the source.  
**Difference (specific trait):** An argument directed against the circumstances of the speaker's rival. (Not necessarily or obviously abusive.)

---

**Ad Hominem Circumstantial**  
**FALLACIES OF RELEVANCE**  
**Ad Fontem Arguments**  
*(Arguments against the source)*  
**Ad Hominem Circumstantial**  
*Ad hominem* arguments that try to discredit an opponent because of his situation.
Chapter 1: The Ad Fontem Argument

Fallacy 2: Ad Hominem Circumstantial

---

A cell phone designed by teens for teens.
Not made by the big companies your parents work at.

---

Ad Hominem

Circumstantial
Socrates: Here’s another exercise for you to try: discuss whether or not the following argument is an example of an *Ad Hominem Circumstantial*.

One should never trust a military man who wants an increase in military spending, since it is in their interest to have a larger military. The only reason why they want to have a large military is because it makes them more important!

How do you think this argument might or might not be fair and relevant? Is a fallacy being committed?

An answer appears on the next page, but don’t look until you’ve thought about it yourself and written down your own answer.

This example is committing an *Ad Hominem Circumstantial* Fallacy by implying that any argument that benefits the presenter should automatically be discounted. The speaker judges the opponent’s argument because of his situation and assumes that the military man is only motivated by increasing his own importance. Further discussion follows on the next page.
Socrates: If you answered that it was, indeed, a fallacy you were right! This sort of approach is actually quite common in the public sphere. When listening to arguments relating to politics and policy, one frequently hears a speaker attempting to refute his opponent’s argument on the grounds that his opponent has some sort of self-interest involved. This line of argument fails on more than one level.

First, it unfairly imputes motives to the person involved. Because of this, it fails as an explanation for why the person is making the argument that he is making. Remember that it is always a tricky business to judge someone else’s motives because no one can judge the heart. After all, it could be that the officer involved has dedicated his life to the military precisely because he has always been convinced of its vital importance from the beginning. (Thus there could be a “common cause” for both his being in the military and his thinking that we need a larger one.)

Of course, even if his motives for wanting a larger military are entirely noble, it still doesn’t necessarily follow that a larger one would be better. Explaining the speaker’s motives for advocating a course of action is never the main point at all! That’s why these sort of arguments are so misplaced; even to allow ourselves to be drawn into the tricky quagmire of ascertaining someone else’s motivations is allowing ourselves to be drawn into the wrong debate. The best response is to return to our old standard response to all fallacies of relevance: “true or not, it’s irrelevant.”
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Chapter 1 Test: Ad Fontem Fallacies

Includes material from all of chapter 1

A. Fallacies
Provide the fallacy name for each of the fallacy definitions listed below.

1. The speaker asserts that because of the self interest of, or the circumstances surrounding his rival, his rival’s arguments should be discounted.

2. The speaker asserts that we should discount his rival’s argument because his rival has not been entirely consistent in either advocating or practicing his argument.

3. The speaker says all sorts of mean and nasty things about his rival as evidence that his rival’s argument should be discounted.

4. An idea is discounted only because of its origin.

B. Define
Choose the best answer to define the terms or answer the question:

1. Logic:
   a. the study of metaphysics
   b. the art and science of reasoning
   c. the debate and interchange of ideas

2. Fallacy:
   a. a premise of an argument
   b. an occurrence of bad or incorrect reasoning
   c. a persuasive technique that targets large numbers of people.

3. Relevance
   a. a commonly held idea
   b. a persuasive technique a large number of people
   c. having to do with the main idea, rather than distracting to a side issue.

4. Ad Fontem Argument
   a. arguments “to the source”, also sometimes called “personal attacks.”
   b. arguments having to do with a fountain.
   c. arguments which are sound and logical.

5. What is the first question you should ask yourself when you are presented with an argument?
   a. Does it hurt my feelings?
   b. What is and what is not the real issue?
   c. Is the person arguing a logical, intelligent person?
C. EXAMPLES
Name the fallacy committed in the examples below.

1. Don’t listen to him. He is a no-good, dirty rotten scoundrel.

2. I don’t believe you; you got that information from The New York Times, which is almost always liberal.

3. How can you tell me to “just say no,” today, Dad, when you said yes in the 60’s?

4. Why should I give any weight to your arguments for legal reform? You’re a lawyer and probably stand to benefit from such reforms.

D. CREATE
Create your own example of a tu quoque fallacy.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

(Continued)
A. FALLACIES
Name the fallacy that is described.

1. A speaker tries to persuade by making us feel sorry for him or others.

2. An appeal to possible bad consequences that will follow if one doesn’t accept the speaker’s argument, without showing a clear causal link.

3. Appealing to the emotions of a crowd or to the common man to make up for a lack of solid evidence or sound reasoning.

B. DEFINITIONS
Define the following fallacy:

1. Snob appeal:

C. EXAMPLES
Name the fallacy committed in the example below.

1. If you don’t speak up for the oppressed minorities in this country by enacting legislation against hate crimes, prejudice and violence will increase.

2. You really ought to take Jen to the prom, Jon. I know that you’re not dating her anymore, but just think of how sad and lonely she’ll be all alone at home on the night of her senior prom.

3. Almost everyone I know is discontinuing their home phone plan and is just using a cell phone. You should consider it!